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The Travel Smart Card Revolution

Smart Card capabilities are undergoing

dramatic changes that can save businesses

billions of dollars per year.

The next-generation business travel Smart

Card will:

• Serve as a conventional charge card

• Collect expense detail associated with each

charge transaction. This detail is now
largely unavailable, buried in paper receipts

(airline tickets, hotel receipts, etc.) — or

within the internal systems of travel

suppliers.

Exhibit 1

• Contain logic/rules for identifying preferred

suppliers and negotiated terms of service.

Potential Savings

INPUT estimates that there is the potential

for $12 billion in annual business travel

savings in the U.S. if detailed travel expense

data is collected and managed. This is a

conservative estimate and savings could be as

high as $33B (see Exhibit 1).

Potential Annual Travel Expense-Related Savings (U.S.)

. Savings Range ($ Billions)

Savings Category Low High

Preferred Supplier

Contracts
$6B $17B

Fewer Trips $2B $6B

Less Expensive Trips $3B $5B

Reductions in Corporate

Travel Management
Expenses

$1B $5B

Total S12B S33B

Source: INPUT
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A key determinant of the success of Travel

Smart Cards will be the compatibility of

competing cards. The more compatible the

cards the more likely the success of this

technology. This is because merchants will be

more motivated to implement a technology

used by multiple card systems.

Changing Functionality

The current generation of Travel Smart Cards

are essentially “enhanced charge cards”, e.g.,

for ticketless air travel. Prototypes (e.g., from

IBM and American Express) have limited

functionality in collecting information.

Exhibit 2

The next-generation Travel Smart Card

promises an order of magnitude increase in

benefits.

Exhibit 2 shows the flow and usage of

information associated with next-generation

travel smart cards. The highlighted area

notes the functionality contained within these

cards. Activities outside the “bold” box are

normal administrative functions that either

feed or receive data from the smart card.

Next-Generation Travel Smart Card Information Flows

Source: INPUT

Timing of Introduction

INPUT expects the next-generation Travel

Smart Card to come into use in approximately

mid-1999.

Exhibit 3 shows the expected penetration by

the Travel Smart Card of the business travel

market over the next eight years.

By 2000, business travel smart cards will be

used for $28 billion in corporate travel

purchases (13% of the total).

But over the following 4 years the penetration

will have grown to 55% and business travel

smart cards will be used for $141 Billion of

corporate travel purchases.
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Exhibit 3

Value of Business Travel Smart Card Purchases in U.S.

Source: INPUT

Criteria for Implementation
Success

The successful implementation of the Travel

Smart Card will be largely contingent on:

• Missionary work and sponsorship being

undertaken by a small number of

organizations (almost certainly card

companies)

• “Recruitment” of key suppliers and

corporations

INPUT believes that the number of “recruits”

necessary for success is relatively small. If,

after a year of usage, 20 airlines, 25 hotel

chains and 3 car rental companies participate

plus 60 of the “Global 500” corporations are

active participants, then travel smart cards

will have achieved critical mass and they will

be successful.

Opportunities for Services Vendors

There are significant opportunities for

vendors of Travel Smart Card-related

services.

The opportunities fall into three major areas:
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• Outsourcing/processing of Travel Smart

Card-related transactions

• Supplying IT professional services and

systems integration services

• Providing travel-focused consulting.

Within 5 years of use of Travel Smart Cards

the worldwide market for these services is

estimated to increase rapidly to $4 billion per

year.

Connectivity World is issued as part of INPUT'S Electronic Commerce Program. If you have questions or

comments on this edition, please call your local INPUT organization or contact Tom O’ Flaherty at

tom_oflaherty@input.com or by mail INPUT, The Atrium at Glenpointe, 400 Frank W. Burr Blvd.,

Teankeck, NJ 07666, (201) 801-0050.
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Exhibit 3

Value of Business Travel Smart Card Purchases in U.S.
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Criteria for Implementation
Success

The successful implementation of the Travel

Smart Card will be largely contingent on:

• Missionary work and sponsorship being

undertaken by a small number of

organizations (almost certainly card

companies)

• “Recruitment” of key suppliers and
corporations

INPUT believes that the number of “recruits”

necessary for success is relatively small. If,

after a year of usage, 20 airlines, 25 hotel

chains and 3 car rental companies participate

plus 60 of the “Global 500” corporations are

active participants, then travel smart cards

will have achieved critical mass and they will

be successful.

Opportunities for Services Vendors

There are significant opportunities for

vendors of Travel Smart Card-related

services.

The opportunities fall into three major areas:
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• Outsourcing/processing of Travel Smart

Card-related transactions

• Supplying IT professional services and

systems integration services

• Providing travel-focused consulting.

Within 5 years of use of Travel Smart Cards

the worldwide market for these services is

estimated to increase rapidly to $4 billion per

year.
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• Contain logic/rules for identifying preferred

suppliers and negotiated terms of service.

Potential Savings

INPUT estimates that there is the potential

for $12 billion in annual business travel

savings in the U.S. if detailed travel expense

data is collected and managed. This is a

conservative estimate and savings could be as

high as $33B (see Exhibit 1).
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A key determinant of the success of Travel

Smart Cards will be the compatibility of

competing cards. The more compatible the

cards the more likely the success of this

technology. This is because merchants will be

more motivated to implement a technology

used by multiple card systems.

Changing Functionality

The current generation of Travel Smart Cards

are essentially “enhanced charge cards”, e.g.,

for ticketless air travel. Prototypes (e.g., from

IBM and American Express) have limited

functionality in collecting information.
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The next-generation Travel Smart Card

promises an order of magnitude increase in

benefits.

Exhibit 2 shows the flow and usage of

information associated with next-generation

travel smart cards. The highlighted area

notes the functionality contained within these

cards. Activities outside the “bold” box are

normal administrative functions that either

feed or receive data from the smart card.

Next-Generation Travel Smart Card Information Flows

Source: INPUT

Timing of Introduction

INPUT expects the next-generation Travel

Smart Card to come into use in approximately

mid-1999.

Exhibit 3 shows the expected penetration by

the Travel Smart Card of the business travel

market over the next eight years.

By 2000, business travel smart cards will be

used for $28 billion in corporate travel

purchases (13% of the total).

But over the following 4 years the penetration

will have grown to 55% and business travel

smart cards will be used for $141 Billion of

corporate travel purchases.
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Criteria for Implementation
Success

The successful implementation of the Travel

Smart Card will be largely contingent on:

• Missionary work and sponsorship being

undertaken by a small number of

organizations (almost certainly card

companies)

• “Recruitment” of key suppliers and
corporations

INPUT believes that the number of “recruits”

necessary for success is relatively small. If,

after a year of usage, 20 airlines, 25 hotel

chains and 3 car rental companies participate

plus 60 of the “Global 500” corporations are

active participants, then travel smart cards

will have achieved critical mass and they will

be successful.

Opportunities for Services Vendors

There are significant opportunities for

vendors of Travel Smart Card-related

services.

The opportunities fall into three major areas:
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• Outsourcing/processing of Travel Smart

Card-related transactions

• Supplying IT professional services and

systems integration services

• Providing travel-focused consulting.

Within 5 years of use of Travel Smart Cards

the worldwide market for these services is

estimated to increase rapidly to $4 billion per

year.

Connectivity World is issued as part of INPUT'S Electronic Commerce Program. If you have questions or

comments on this edition, please call your local INPUT organization or contact Tom O’ Flaherty at

tom_oflaherty@input.com or by mail INPUT, The Atrium at Glenpointe, 400 Frank W. Burr Blvd.,

Teankeck, NJ 07666, (201) 801-0050.
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The Travel Smart Card Revolution

Smart Card capabilities are undergoing

dramatic changes that can save businesses

billions of dollars per year.

The next-generation business travel Smart
Card will:

• Serve as a conventional charge card

• Collect expense detail associated with each

charge transaction. This detail is now
largely unavailable, buried in paper receipts

(airline tickets, hotel receipts, etc.) — or

within the internal systems of travel

suppliers.

Exhibit 1

• Contain logic/rules for identifying preferred

suppliers and negotiated terms of service.

Potential Savings

INPUT estimates that there is the potential

for $12 billion in annual business travel

savings in the U.S. if detailed travel expense

data is collected and managed. This is a

conservative estimate and savings could be as

high as $33B (see Exhibit 1).

Potential Annual Travel Expense-Related Savings (U.S.)

Savings Range ($ Billions)

Savings Category Low High

Preferred Supplier

Contracts
$6B $17B

Fewer Trips $2B $6B

Less Expensive Trips $3B $5B

Reductions in Corporate

Travel Management
Expenses

$1B $5B

Total $12B $33B

Source: INPUT
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A key determinant of the success of Travel

Smart Cards will be the compatibility of

competing cards. The more compatible the

cards the more likely the success of this

technology. This is because merchants will be

more motivated to implement a technology

used by multiple card systems.

Changing Functionality

The current generation of Travel Smart Cards

are essentially “enhanced charge cards”, e.g.,

for ticketless air travel. Prototypes (e.g., from

IBM and American Express) have limited

functionality in collecting information.

Exhibit 2

The next-generation Travel Smart Card

promises an order of magnitude increase in

benefits.

Exhibit 2 shows the flow and usage of

information associated with next-generation

travel smart cards. The highlighted area

notes the functionality contained within these

cards. Activities outside the “bold” box are

normal administrative functions that either

feed or receive data from the smart card.

Next-Generation Travel Smart Card Information Flows

Source: INPUT

Timing of Introduction

INPUT expects the next-generation Travel

Smart Card to come into use in approximately

mid-1999.

Exhibit 3 shows the expected penetration by

the Travel Smart Card of the business travel

market over the next eight years.

By 2000, business travel smart cards will be

used for $28 billion in corporate travel

purchases (13% of the total).

But over the following 4 years the penetration

will have grown to 55% and business travel

smart cards will be used for $141 Billion of

corporate travel purchases.
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Exhibit 3

Value of Business Travel Smart Card Purchases in U.S.

Source: INPUT

Criteria for Implementation
Success

The successful implementation of the Travel

Smart Card will be largely contingent on:

• Missionary work and sponsorship being

undertaken by a small number of

organizations (almost certainly card

companies)

• “Recruitment” of key suppliers and
corporations

INPUT believes that the number of “recruits”

necessary for success is relatively small. If,

after a year of usage, 20 airlines, 25 hotel

chains and 3 car rental companies participate

plus 60 of the “Global 500” corporations are

active participants, then travel smart cards

will have achieved critical mass and they will

be successful.

Opportunities for Services Vendors

There are significant opportunities for

vendors of Travel Smart Card-related

services.

The opportunities fall into three major areas:
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• Outsourcing/processing of Travel Smart

Card-related transactions

• Supplying IT professional services and

systems integration services

• Providing travel-focused consulting.

Within 5 years of use of Travel Smart Cards

the worldwide market for these services is

estimated to increase rapidly to $4 billion per

year.

Connectivity World is issued as part of INPUT'S Electronic Commerce Program. If you have questions or

comments on this edition, please call your local INPUT organization or contact Tom O’ Flaherty at

TOM_OFLAHERTY@input.com or by mail INPUT, The Atrium at Glenpointe, 400 Frank W. Burr Blvd.,

Teankeck, NJ 07666, (201) 801-0050.
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The Travel Smart Card Revolution
Smart Card capabilities are undergoing

dramatic changes that can save businesses

billions of dollars per year.

The next-generation business travel Smart
Card will:

• Serve as a conventional charge card

• Collect expense detail associated with each

charge transaction. This detail is now
largely unavailable, buried in paper receipts

(airline tickets, hotel receipts, etc.) — or

within the internal systems of travel

suppliers.
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• Contain logic/rules for identifying preferred

suppliers and negotiated terms of service.

Potential Savings

INPUT estimates that there is the potential

for $12 billion in annual business travel

savings in the U.S. if detailed travel expense

data is collected and managed. This is a

conservative estimate and savings could be as

high as $33B (see Exhibit 1).

Potential Annual Travel Expense-Related Savings (U.S.)

Source: INPUT
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A key determinant of the success of Travel

Smart Cards will be the compatibility of

competing cards. The more compatible the

cards the more likely the success of this

technology. This is because merchants will be

more motivated to implement a technology

used by multiple card systems.

Changing Functionality

The current generation of Travel Smart Cards

are essentially “enhanced charge cards”, e.g.,

for ticketless air travel. Prototypes (e.g., from

IBM and American Express) have limited

functionality in collecting information.

Exhibit 1

v
Next-Generation Travel Smart Card Information Flows

Source: INPUT

The next-generation Travel Smart Card
promises an order of magnitude increase in

benefits.

Exhibit 2 shows the flow and usage of

information associated with next-generation

travel smart cards. The highlighted area

notes the functionality contained within these

cards. Activities outside the “bold” box are

normal administrative functions that either

feed or receive data from the smart card.

Timing of Introduction

INPUT expects the next-generation Travel

Smart Card to come into use in approximately

mid- 1999.

Exhibit 3 shows the expected penetration by

the Travel Smart Card of the business travel

market over the next eight years.

By 2000, business travel smart cards will be

used for $28 billion in corporate travel

purchases (13% of the total).

But over the following 4 years the penetration

will have grown to 55% and business travel

smart cards will be used for $141 B illion of

corporate travel purchases.
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Exhibit 3

Value of Business Travel Smart Card Purchases in U.S.

Smart Card-based

Other Purchases

Source: INPUT

Criteria for Implementation
Success

The successful implementation of the Travel

Smart Card will be largely contingent on:

• Missionary work and sponsorship being

undertaken by a small number of

organizations (almost certainly card

companies)

• “Recruitment” of key suppliers and

corporations

INPUT believes that the number of “recruits”

necessary for success is relatively small. If,

after a year of usage, 20 airlines, 25 hotel

chains and 3 car rental companies participate

plus 60 of the “Global 500” corporations are

active participants, then travel smart cards

will have achieved critical mass and they will

be sucessful.

Opportunities for Services Vendors

There are significant opportunities for

vendors of Travel Smart Card-related

services.

The opportunities fall into three major areas:
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• Outsourcing/processing of Travel Smart
Card-related transactions

• Supplying IT professional services and
systems integration services

• Providing travel-focused consulting.

Within 5 years of use of Travel Smart Cards

the worldwide market for these services is

estimated to increase rapidly to $4 billion per

year.

This Research Bulletin is issued as part of INPUT'S Electronic Commerce Program. If you have questions
or comments on this bulletin, please call your local INPUT organization or contact Wilson Haddow at

wh@input.com or by mail INPUT, 1881 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043-0848, (415) 961-3300.
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